centuries. Kulbushan Warikoo (RRL4) describes nineteenth-century
Ladakh as a transit emporium in lndo-Central Asian trade. Mark Trewin
(RRL5). ethnomusicologist. shows how a song composed circa 1825 has
been funher adapted to different musical schemes of Balti and Indian of
inspiration. Lastly, Islam appears to have become a major concern within
Ladakhology: Abdul Ghani Sheikh (RRL4) and Pascale Dollfus (RRL5)
relate the history of Muslim settlement in Ladakh, whereas Nawang
Tsering Shakspo (RRL4) and Smriti Srinivas (RRL6) provide accounts of
the co-existence of Muslims and BuddhisES in some villages of the Nubra
valley and the Purik area.
More recently, the contributions presented at lhe seventh and eighth
colloquia of the LALS held in Bonn (1995) and Moesgaard (1997) confinn
lhis trend: Ladakhology today grows enriched with fruitful comparisons
with Ladakh's neighbouring regions (such as Baltistan).

Project:
Credit Systems and Urban Development in Nepal
Michael MOhlkh
The proposed study! connects two fundam ental topics. of general
lheoreticaJ as well as Nepal-specifi c value: lhe transformation of traditional
into modem, of "old" into "new" regiona l centres. focused on through
research on the transition of socio-ritual credit relations into secularised
credit systems. This seems to be a central field of study as the historically
classical situation in Nepal may allow conclusions about the transfonnation
of traditional inlO modem forms of exchange. The situation in Nepal.
compared to that of other still traditional societies. seems to be exceptional
from a historical point of view as Nepal was until recently relatively
independent from external political influences. Although Nepal's socia l
order was based on early Indian caste hierarchy, the country developed a
less rigid model. With the exception of state-controlled corporations during
the historical epoch and then especially under Rana rule as well as later on,
nearly no forms of co-operation existed which went beyond ritually or
ethnically informed institutions. Other organisations, such as culture
centres or self-help groups and NGOs, were restricted. because they might
have led to political opposition. The democratic changes in the country
since 1990 have allowed mutual help relations to be extended.
The study's objective is to analyse to what extent urban and regional
credit systems and their mediums of exchange are a result of development
from ritual fonns of exchange or from the advancing market eeonomy.
Within this analysis, the aspect of regionality will receive special attention,
because clues are anticipated in relation to the geographical separateness of
certain regions.
With this objective, the study will also contribute to discussion on
the origin of mediums of exchange as a necessity of pre-monetary
exchange as well. This topic is as important in economics as in ethnology,
because in addition to the monetary system in developing countries, a
"shadow economy" also exists. In Nepal one find s the dhikur and gwhi
systems, in which money as well as other fonns of credit circulate. These
infonnal credit systems, viewed as shadow economies from an external
I The Deutsche FOrKhungsgemeinschart (DFG) has provided an 18-month scholarship
for ~he period of research in Nepal. staning in June 1997. I also wish to express my
gratitude 10 Tri bhuvan Unive~ity for supponing my rescarch proposal.
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perspective, connote distrust in the monetary system in comparison with an
equally possible internal view of trust that informal Sl~ctOrs provide for
regional economies. Writing on the subject. Trenk2 (1991) pointed to the
implkations of infonnal credit relations for the economy as a whole. which
can only be understood through their social "embeddedne:ss".
This study will examine how far extended trust is created through the
establishment of informal credit relations in developing urban and regionaJ
environments, and which might lead to co-operation on a general social
level beyond ethnic boundaries. Therefore, a central objc!ctive of the study
is to establish the meaning of regionality and ils character in the
development of infonnal credit systems, as well as it connection 10 the
general social value system, as far as relations of trust are, concerned.

INTERNATIONA L ASSOCIATION FOR LADAKIl STUDIES, 8111 CoLWQUIUM

June 5-8, 1997, Moesgaard, Denmark
Conference Report by Pascale Dollfus

2 Trenk, M. 1991, Dtr SchQlltTJ dtr Vtrschuldwrg. Komplut KreditbeziehulIgeTJ dn
informtlltll FillQlIlStklOrs, Saarbrllcken.

In June 1997. Aarhus University in Moesgaard hosted the eighth
international gathering of scholars in Ladakh Studies; participants came
from Denmark, France, Gennany, Great Britain, India, Switzerland and the
United States 10 consider a wide range of issues dealing mainly with
history. social anthropology and development.
Convened by Kristoffer Brix Bertelsen, Pou l Pedersen. Martijn van
Beek and their colleagues, eleven participants came from Ladakh itself.
from both Leh and Kargil districts. Their papers revealed a keen interest in
sustainable development. non-conventional energy and education.
The colloquium was organised in different sessions based on
common themes. The first day was dominated by pape rs dealing with
archaeology and history. Neil Howard (London) described his own pottery
finds, and in light of the author's studies of the forts of Ladakh, he
discussed the dat ing proposed by A.H. Francke in his pioneering work on
the archaeology of Ladakh. Sonam Phuntsog (Achinathang) outl ined the
hislOry of political relations between the village of Hanu and the state of
Ladakh. Mick Khoo (Boulder. CO) presented some remarks on the
observation of solar and lunar eclipses. linked with Rahu. Then Nawang
Tsering Shakspo (Leh) spoke on the foremost teachers of the successive
kings of Ladakh.
On the second day, Abdul Ghani Sheikh (Leh) presented the
economic conditions during the Dogra regime. Next John Bray (London)
and P.l. Marczell (Geneva) spoke on two great figures of Ladakhi Studies:
The Rev. A. H. Francke and Csoma de KorOs. An auemptto understand the
perceprion of the inhabitants of high altitude regions was made by Harjit
Singh (New Delhi) who conducted a study based on household level data
in three villages of Ladakh. Spiti and Lahaul. Then various anthropological
papers examined the religious concepts, livelihoods and activities of both
nomads and agricu lturists. Monisha Ahmed (Bombay) described the
Rupshu inhabitants' yearly trek to Tso kar (one of the main salt lakes in
Ladakh) and the method by which the removal of salt is organised. Pascale
DoUfus (Paris) focused on the local cult to mountain deities performed by
the nomads of Kharnak. Reinhard Herdick (Munich) analysed the spatial
order of architectural and socio-cultu ral structures in the village of
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